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One-Day Seminar Agenda 

Preparing for a Focused Assessment 
Is your company prepared for the scrutiny of a Focused Assessment? U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) has 
multiple tools to verify if an importer of record is compliant with U.S. Import Regulations.  Companies receive CF-28s, CF-29s 
and Informed Compliance Letters as well as undergo Import Focused Assessments.  Do you have the appropriate internal 
controls in place to address compliance concerns?  Have you ever completed an internal audit?  Are you prepared to 
substantiate your value, your harmonized tariff codes and your use of free trade agreements?  During this session we will 
discuss the areas of risk that a company should address in preparation for a Focused Assessment as well as lend insight into 
best practices to minimize your overall compliance exposure.  

AD/CVD and what it means to your total landed cost 
Antidumping and countervailing duty (AD/CVD) enforcement is a priority for CBP and it can have a drastic impact on 
your total landed cost.  Importers must be aware of what AD/CVD is and the implications from a financial and compliance 
perspective.  In this session, we will explain what AD/CVD is, how to check to see if your item is covered under a “scope ruling,” 
how the additional duties will impact your total landed cost and what an organization needs to do to stay compliant. 

How to obtain “buy-in” and create an effective compliance program 
How can you develop a Global Trade Compliance Program from ground zero?  In this session we will share firsthand 
experiences with setting up a compliance program in a company, discuss how to try to gain “buy-in” from senior management 
and how to develop an overall compliance program.  Specific emphasis will be placed on how to engage other groups within the 
organization and how to “slice-up” the “compliance pie” across the organization.  Systematic controls will be addressed as well 
as how to leverage IT and other solutions in order to assist with a fully integrated compliance program. 

Incoterms® 2010 
Incoterms® 2010 form the foundation of a smart international transaction. Yet, they are often misquoted, misunderstood 
and poorly applied. This session will focus on understanding how Incoterms® 2010 can be utilized to better leverage and 
manage an organization’s risk for both procurement and sales activities. 

How to limit your compliance exposure in an export transaction  
In order to avoid risk you need to set yourself up for success! Focusing on export transactions that are governed under the 
Export Administration Regulations (EAR) and the Federal Trade Regulation (FTR), we will discuss ways a company can 
minimize their exposure of export non-compliance through the use of internal/external controls, standardized documentation, 
knowledgeable/empowered staff and internal auditing.   

Roundtable Discussion 
Do you have additional or off-topic questions that were not addressed during today’s sessions? The presenters will avail 
themselves at the end of the day to publicly address any additional questions that the attendees might have. Additionally, we will 
be available for side bar conversations as needed at the end of the seminar.   
 
 

Did you know you can receive CCS/CES credit for attending these seminars?  
The Trade Compliance & Policy Seminars are now credit approved. The National Customs Brokers & 
Forwarders Association of America, Inc. (NCBFAA) and National Education Institute (NEI) are offering Certified 
Customs Specialist Certification (CCS) and Certified Export Specialist Certification (CES) to attendees to 
become competent and knowledgeable in the current import and export regulations. You can receive 4 CCS 
and/or CES credits for the one-day seminar and 5.5 CES/CCS credits for each day of the two-day seminar. 
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Speaker Biographies 
 
Kevin Doucette joined C.H. Robinson International, Inc. in 2009 after a decade as a Manager with a leading international trade 
and regulatory compliance consulting firm.  Kevin is the Director of North American Trade Policy and Compliance for C.H. 
Robinson International, Inc. In this role Kevin oversees the external Consulting Division (Trade Policy), the internal Export 
Corporate Compliance Department, and both the internal Supply Chain Security Divisions for C-TPAT and TSA.  
 
Kevin is experienced and well versed in the areas of U.S. import and export compliance and supply chain security. In his career, 
Kevin has worked with, and for, executive, director, and managerial leaders for many Fortune 500 companies.  Kevin has 
provided various services to hundreds of importers to include import compliance mock audits, development of import internal 
controls and manuals, training, trade data analysis, determination of trade program eligibility, prior disclosure assistance, 
submission of binding rulings and various ad hoc activities. Similarly, Kevin has worked on numerous export projects and issues 
to include export licensing, implementation of export compliance programs, performing export audits, drafting Export Policy and 
Procedure Manuals and providing voluntary disclosures assistance and advice to name a few.  Kevin has been at the forefront 
of the supply chain security movement and is credited for helping hundreds of importers obtain C-TPAT certification and 
validation.  He has expertise in mapping supply chains, assessing supply chain risk, conducting facility and business partner 
audits, developing internal controls and conducting supply chain security training.  Kevin is experienced in preparing importers 
and their supply chain business partners for the rigors of C-TPAT validation, both in the U.S. and abroad. He has done 
validations in North America, Europe and Southeast Asia.  
 
Kevin has been a guest speaker at trade compliance conferences and seminars throughout the United States.  He is a Licensed 
Customs House Broker and a member of C.H. Robinson’s Corporate Compliance Council.  Kevin is based in Woburn, MA, and 
can be reached at 978-496-6918. 
       


